GPRA Thanksgiving Match-November 17,
2020
Dear Great Pyrenees Friends,
It's almost Thanksgiving and we're much closer to our goal. We just need another great week
like last week. Please help if you can. Each week we will share one of the many stories that are
typical of our rescues throughout the year. This week's story is about Kimber, the puppy with
the birth defect.
Kimber's story
When Kimber, now known as Kimmy made her way to GPRA in April, we knew she was a special
“one of a kind” kind of girl. She arrived with what we thought was an injury to her front
foot. When she was examined by the vet, it was determined her actual bone was pressing on the
fragile skin and she was in significant pain. X Rays were done and determined this was a
deformity she was born with on her front left paw. Due to her not getting any medical treatment,
an ulcer was created and a deep infection to her skin. The Vet and the foster created a medical
boot for her to wear while they were treating the infection and helping the thinnest part of her
skin have time to heal and thicken. The foster had to continue with boot changes a few times a
day and ensuring to keep her comfortable. It wasn’t a few weeks later when Shawna, the
Adoption Coordinator, contacted the foster that there was a family that was very interested in
Kimber.
This special family adopted Kimber a short time after her intake with GPRA. Their desire to adopt
her was a combination of them wanting to adopt a young pup to grow up and help with their
miniature farm and to give a home to a PYR who may not be adopted easily. Kimmy looked so
timid and sad in her original pictures that we knew we had to offer to give her a place to call
home. Her injury to her foot, for them, was not a problem. They found out quickly that she is
extremely resilient and unstoppable. She runs like she doesn’t have a disability and plays just as
confidently as her PYR brother.
Please help create more happy ending like Kimmy's and remember every dollar is matched.
Thank you.
John,
GPRA President and Founder

CLICK HERE TO DONATE TO OUR THANKSGIVING MATCH CAMPAIGN

Kimber when she first came to GPRA
(sorry for the poor quality)

Kimmy with her healing boot

Look at Kimmy go now

Progress towards
$100,000 Goal
Each white PYR
represents amounts
collected toward our goal
of raising enough to
save 90 PYRS.
Click HERE to donate

2021Calendars

NOW AVAILABLE
Buy your 2021 Calendar
HERE

GPRA Long Sleeve Holiday shirts are
available again this year. Shop this
and our other GPRA merchandise in
our ONLINE STORE

Please select GPRA as your charity of
choice with Amazon. They will donate a
portion of their sales to us.
Amazon Link

Please select GPRA as your charity of
choice with Kroger. They will donate a
portion of their sales to us. Our Kroger
NPO number is WM099. Please have
your Kroger Plus card handy.
Kroger Link

Upcoming Adoption Days
To be scheduled once the Coronavirus threat subsides
Meet n' Greets for approved applicants are available
Great Pyrenees Rescue of Atlanta
404.829.2609
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